SALON F

SALO N HAI R DR E S SE R F R AN Z
A HAI RY TH I NG

„Sooner or later everybody needs a haircut,“ this is the opening line of the Coen Brothers‘ film
„The man who wasn‘t there“. But in most cases, it is not only a question of necessity and the
mere service. When people go to the hairdresser, they visit a relaxed place, where they want
styling all around - and not just on their head.
La vita è bella. Come in and put your things off! This is taken from a classic Rossellini film playing
in Italy of the 1950s. Where the barber is the centre of the village - where people drink coffee,
read newspapers and exchange news. In short, where life happens and people can feel at
home - actually in public. Such a place of longing can also be found in the middle of Linz, in
the “Gründerzeit” house at Herrenstraße 8, built in 1873 by the then well-known architect Michael Lettmayr. Together with architect DI Paul Wichert and STEININGER, owner Franz Stumptner
carefully gave a new look to his „Hairdresser Franz“ salon.
The designers responsible for the project at STEININGER took on the challenge of renovating the
existing business premises, integrating the existing building in its original form and combining it
with something new, thus bringing a breath of fresh Italianità to Linz. „Especially in the old town
of Linz, it is a pleasure to fully exploit the tension between modern design and particularly beautiful old stock,” the designers from STEININGER say about the interior design concept, which
impresses with its versatility of materials and vintage touch. For Franz Stumptner, it was clear
from the very beginning that high-quality design demands liveliness. „I like to be surrounded by
things that start to live and get patina. This is especially true for furniture covered with industrial
bronze.“

This material, namely specially patinated brass and glass, can be found on the striking portal of
the shop and now also on the reception desk. Elaborately renovated hairdressing chairs from
the 1950s, which have accompanied the owner since the beginning of his first shop on the Promenade, provide a further focal point in the entrance area, the floor made of old walnut wood
and velvety red vintage upholstered furniture provide warmth.

A cosy atmosphere is also created by the winding rooms,” Franz Stumptner tells us about the
optimal situation of his salon, „because the rooms on the ground floor had to be small for constructional reasons. The division of the salon into several areas is very convenient, so that the
privacy of our guests is protected to a maximum.” Original structures, such as an exposed stone
wall, were quickly transformed into a partition between coffee kitchen and wardrobe, in contrast to which the white of the walls brings a fresh breeze into the hairdressing salon.

The clear design in the central, rear room is completely different. Four cutting stations with old
picture frames converted into mirrors and a red wall application, designed in collaboration with
artists from the University of Art and Design Linz, create a glamorous flair. When the head is put
on one of the four washbasins, the eyes look into greenery. An integrated lighting concept puts
the unique planting by florist Elisabeth Springer on the ceiling in the right light. And in the third
area of the new winter garden, a successful fusion between cool look and filigree ornamentation is surprising. Patterned ceramic tiles not only line the floor, but were also elaborately worked
into the steel mirror holder construction. The dark, anthracite-coloured acoustic ceiling with
spotlights brings cool light, which also falls through the glass door leading to a small courtyard,
ideal for a stylish espresso.
Good styling requires passion for design and creation - STEININGER‘s design and execution
provide the stylish framework, namely the conceptual work, the high-quality furniture and all
the brass elements. „The successful cooperation with STEININGER creates a fine basis for winning
new customers,“ master hairdresser Franz Stumptner confidently says, but he does not lose sight
of the essentials. „Our service and modern manual skills will always remain in the foreground.
This is what modern architecture and design can actually do as well ... step back.”
È vero! Success proves him right.

ABO U T S TE I N I NGE R
STEININGER stands for purist, exquisite architecture, interiors and kitchens design. Mastermind
Martin Steininger heads the headquarter in St. Martin (Upper Austria), with further locations in
Linz, Vienna, Hamburg and London. At STEININGERS BESPOKE designs and architectural settings
are in demand internationally: they inspire with striking, clear lines, timelessness and sophisticated details.
Martin Steininger is an esthete and a minimalist. Exceptional design is a decisive added value
for him, as things has to work. He subordinates all designs to this creed. It defines space, shape
and use accordingly. Urban concrete and rare metal alloys complete the range of materials. A
new type of spatial, sensory and tactile experience arises.
BESPOKE DESIGN - THE STEININGER COLLECTION
STEININGER designs are a statement of sustainable luxury, style and comfort. This claim continues in the unique kitchen and furniture. Every design from the STEININGER Collection is made to
measure. State-of-the-art CAD programs and cutting edge manufacturing technologies in the
Austria production, ensure the highest quality. The artisan take care the fine details at the end.
STEININGER is a manufacturer and feels committed to the trade.
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